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E. Fermé and H. Rott, Revision by comparison
Since the early 1980s, logical theories of belief revision have offered formal methods for the
transformation of knowledge bases or “corpora” of data and beliefs. Early models have dealt with
unconditional acceptance and integration of potentially belief-contravening pieces of information
into the existing corpus. More recently, models of “non-prioritized” revision were proposed that
allow the agent rationally to refuse to accept the new information. This paper introduces a refined
method for changing beliefs by specifying constraints on the relative plausibility of propositions.
Like the earlier belief revision models, the method proposed is a qualitative one, in the sense that
no numbers are needed in order to specify the posterior plausibility of the new information. We use
reference beliefs in order to determine the degree of entrenchment of the newly accepted piece of
information. We provide two kinds of semantics for this idea, give a logical characterization of the
new model, study its relation with other operations of belief revision and contraction, and discuss its
intuitive strengths and weaknesses.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
S. Konieczny, J. Lang and P. Marquis, DA2 merging operators
A new framework for propositional merging is presented. DA2 merging operators, parameterized
by a distance between interpretations and two aggregation functions, are introduced. Many distances
and aggregation functions can be used and many merging operators already defined in the literature
(including both model-based ones and syntax-based ones) can be encoded as specific DA2 operators.
Both logical and complexity properties of those operators are studied. An important result is that
(under very weak assumptions) query entailment from merged bases is “only” at the first level of the
polynomial hierarchy when any of the DA2 operators is used. As a by-product, complexity results
for several existing merging operators are derived as well.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
A. Darwiche and P. Marquis, Compiling propositional weighted bases
In this paper, we investigate the extent to which knowledge compilation can be used to improve model
checking and inference from propositional weighted bases. We first focus on the compilability issue
for both problems, deriving mainly non-compilability results in the case preferences are subject to
change. Then, we present a general notion of C-normal weighted base that is parametrized by a
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tractable class C for the clausal entailment problem. We show how every weighted base can be
turned (“compiled”) into a query-equivalent C-normal base whenever C is a complete class for
propositional logic. Both negative and positive results are presented. On the one hand, complexity
results are identified, showing that the inference problem from a C-normal weighted base is as
difficult as in the general case, when the prime implicates, Horn cover or renamable Horn cover
classes are targeted. On the other hand, we show that both the model checking and the (clausal)
inference problem become tractable whenever DNNF-normal bases are considered. Moreover, we
show that the set of all preferred models of a DNNF-normal weighted base can be computed in time
polynomial in the output size, and as a consequence, model checking is also tractable for such bases.
Finally, we sketch how our results can be used in model-based diagnosis in order to compute the
most likely diagnoses of a system.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
F. Lin and Y. Zhao, ASSAT: computing answer sets of a logic program by SAT solvers
We propose a new translation from normal logic programs with constraints under the answer set
semantics to propositional logic. Given a normal logic program, we show that by adding, for each
loop in the program, a corresponding loop formula to the program’s completion, we obtain a one-
to-one correspondence between the answer sets of the program and the models of the resulting
propositional theory. In the worst case, there may be an exponential number of loops in a logic
program. To address this problem, we propose an approach that adds loop formulas a few at a time,
selectively. Based on these results, we implement a system called ASSAT(X), depending on the SAT
solver X used, for computing one answer set of a normal logic program with constraints. We test
the system on a variety of benchmarks including the graph coloring, the blocks world planning, and
Hamiltonian Circuit domains. Our experimental results show that in these domains, for the task of
generating one answer set of a normal logic program, our system has a clear edge over the state-of-art
answer set programming systems Smodels and DLV.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
G. Kern-Isberner and T. Lukasiewicz, Combining probabilistic logic programming
with the power of maximum entropy
This paper is on the combination of two powerful approaches to uncertain reasoning: logic
programming in a probabilistic setting, on the one hand, and the information-theoretical principle
of maximum entropy, on the other hand. More precisely, we present two approaches to probabilistic
logic programming under maximum entropy. The first one is based on the usual notion of entailment
under maximum entropy, and is defined for the very general case of probabilistic logic programs over
Boolean events. The second one is based on a new notion of entailment under maximum entropy,
where the principle of maximum entropy is coupled with the closed world assumption (CWA) from
classical logic programming. It is only defined for the more restricted case of probabilistic logic
programs over conjunctive events. We then analyze the nonmonotonic behavior of both approaches
along benchmark examples and along general properties for default reasoning from conditional
knowledge bases. It turns out that both approaches have very nice nonmonotonic features. In
particular, they realize some inheritance of probabilistic knowledge along subclass relationships,
without suffering from the problem of inheritance blocking and from the drowning problem. They
both also satisfy the property of rational monotonicity and several irrelevance properties. We finally
present algorithms for both approaches, which are based on generalizations of recent techniques
for probabilistic logic programming under logical entailment. The algorithm for the first approach
still produces quite large weighted entropy maximization problems, while the one for the second
approach generates optimization problems of the same size as the ones produced in probabilistic
logic programming under logical entailment.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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G. Brewka, S. Benferhat and D. Le Berre, Qualitative choice logic
Qualitative choice logic (QCL) is a propositional logic for representing alternative, ranked options for
problem solutions. The logic adds to classical propositional logic a new connective called ordered
disjunction: A × B intuitively means: if possible A, but if A is not possible then at least B . The
semantics of qualitative choice logic is based on a preference relation among models. Consequences
of QCL theories can be computed through a compilation to stratified knowledge bases which in
turn, according to results in [Proc. IJCAI-01, Seattle, WA, 2001, pp. 109–115], can be compiled
to classical propositional theories. We also discuss potential applications of the logic, several
variants of QCL based on alternative inference relations, and their relation to existing nonmonotonic
formalisms.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
L. Giordano and C. Schwind, Conditional logic of actions and causation
In this paper we present a new approach to reasoning about actions and causation which is based on
a conditional logic. The conditional implication is interpreted as causal implication. This makes it
possible to formalize in a uniform way causal dependencies between actions and their immediate and
indirect effects. The proposed approach also provides a natural formalization of concurrent actions
and of the dependency (and independency) relations between actions. The properties of causality are
formalized as axioms of the conditional connectives and a non-monotonic (abductive) semantics is
adopted for dealing with the frame problem.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
F. Voorbraak, A nonmonotonic observation logic
A variant of Reiter’s default logic is proposed as a logic for reasoning with (defeasible) observations.
Traditionally, default rules are assumed to represent generic information and the facts are assumed to
represent specific information about the situation, but in this paper, the specific information derives
from defeasible observations represented by (normal free) default rules, and the facts represent (hard)
background knowledge. Whenever the evidence underlying some observation is more refined than
the evidence underlying another observation, this is modelled by means of a priority between the
default rules representing the observations. We thus arrive at an interpretation of prioritized normal
free default logic as an observation logic, and we propose a semantics for this observation logic.
Finally, we discuss how the proposed observation logic relates to the multiple extension problem and
the problem of sensor fusion.  2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
P. Wang, The limitation of Bayesianism (Research Note)
W. Zhang, Configuration landscape analysis and backbone guided local search.
Part I: Satisfiability and maximum satisfiability
M. Wooldridge and P.E. Dunne, On the computational complexity of qualitative
coalitional games
P.A. Bonatti and A. Peron, On the decidability of logics with converse, nominals,
recursion and counting
